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Abstract: Energy shocks are often identified as a source of macroeconomic fluctuationssince it affects economic growth as well as business cycle. This paper presents a RealBusiness Cycle (RBC) model with energy for Bangladesh economy in the spirit of DynamicStochastic General Equilibrium (DSGE) analysis. Calibrating and estimating the RBC model,this paper examines how the fluctuations of key economic variables such as investment,consumption and output are explained by two policy shocks namely: technology andenergy price shocks. The model’s ability to describe the dynamic structure of theBangladesh economy is analysed by means of Impulse Response Functions (IRFs). Theresults reveal that the exogenous shock’s impacts on endogenous variables are in the rightdirection. The main finding of this paper is that energy price shocks are not a major factorfor business cycle fluctuation in Bangladesh economy which seems to be driven mainly bythe productivity shock.This paper is prepared for the XIX Biennial Conference of Bangladesh Economic Associationscheduled on 20-22 November, 2014.
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Energy Shocks and the Real Business Cycle Model
in Bangladesh

1. IntroductionEnergy is a vital instrument for economy as it is used in some form almost in every activity.Consequently, analyzing interactions of the energy sector and the overall economy hasbeen the subject of much interest among the researchers. The conventional wisdom is thateven though energy does not make up a significant fraction of GDP, it plays a crucial role ineconomy since without energy nothing would be produced. The role of energy is importanttoo on the consumer’s side since many types of household products, especially durables arecompletely energy dependent (Tan, 2012). Bangladesh also considers energy as aprerequisite for her technological, societal and economic growth. In fact, given the pace ofeconomic development in many countries and the increasing world population, theconcern about energy keeps growing.Economic theory has long struggled in attempting to explain the energy-macroeconomicrelationship. Researchers investigated the theoretical relationship between the use ofenergy and economic growth through different possible channels. In the neoclassicalgrowth models, energy is simply considered as an intermediate input of production (Tsani,2010). Proponents of this view focus on the possibility of technological change andsubstitution of other physical inputs for energy to use existing energy resources efficiently,and to generate renewable energy resources that are not subject to binding supplyconstraints (Solow, 1974, 1997; Stiglitz, 1974). The advocates of this theory support the‘neutrality hypotheses’. These hypotheses imply that energy would not have any negativeeffect on economic growth. Thus, the government can simultaneously adopt the energyconservation and economic growth policies (Bartleet and Gounder, 2010).In contrast, the ecological economic theory states that energy consumption is a limitingfactor to economic growth (Stern, 2000, 2004, 2011). They consider energy as the primesource of value because other factors of production such as labor and capital cannotperform without energy (Belloumi, 2009). The advocates of this theory highlights the so-called ‘growth hypothesis’. They advise that any shock to energy supply will ultimatelyhave an inverse effect on economic growth. Consequently, they stand against the energyconservation policies.Apart from the extensive empirical literature examining energy-economic activity, there isanother kind of literature, which has analysed the energy shocks on economic variablesusing Real Business Cycle (RBC) models. The case for incorporating energy shocks into theRBC models has been made credibly by McCallum (1989). The RBC theory assumes thatexogenous technological shocks identified through Solow residual, are the main source ofaggregate fluctuations in the economy which has often been criticized (de Miguel et al,2003).  However, one of the identifiable sources of shocks that have claimed the attentionof many economists is energy price shocks which, according to some researchers, isequivalent to adverse technology shocks and thus, induce significant contractions ineconomic activity. In fact, using US data (1953-1984), Hall (1988, 1990) finds that astandard measure of technology, the Solow residual, systematically tends to fall wheneverenergy price increases.
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The common features in all of the models in the existing literature are that energy pricesare taken as exogenous stochastic process and energy is considered in the productionfunction. However, the importance of energy in the household’s utility function remainsunattended. As far as we have been concerned, no researcher has calibrated a RBC modelwith energy for Bangladesh economy to investigate the interactions between energy andoverall economy.In light of these limitations, this paper presents a standard RBC model with energy in thespirit of DSGE model for the Bangladesh economy which has become a standard tool inquantitative economics. The basic building blocks of the model are standard in theliterature The main goals of this paper is about the investigation and validation of the basicRBC model with regard to its performance in terms of the common RBC properties and tosee how important technology shocks are to the basic RBC model, once the model isextended to allow for energy shocks. In other words, we would like to explore to whatextent movements in energy prices can help to explain business cycle fluctuations inBangladesh. We attempt to calibrate the RBC model to explain the quantitative businesscycle properties of macroeconomic variables in Bangladesh economy. Then we examinehow the fluctuations of key economic variables such as investment, consumption andoutput are explained by the exogenous shocks. The model’s ability to describe the dynamicstructure of the Bangladesh economy is analysed by means of Impulse Response Functions(IRFs) which yield useful qualitative and quantitative information.The paper is organized as follows. The model is presented in section 2; calibration andestimation of the parameters are discussed in section 3. The results are analysed in thesection 4 and finally, in the last section, we present the conclusions.
2. The ModelThis research attempts to construct a simple DSGE model by extending Kydland andPrescott’s (1982) analysis of a RBC model to understand the business cycle fluctuations inBangladesh caused by energy shocks in addition to productivity shocks.Energy is explicitly modeled in the household’s utility function where the representativehousehold derives utility from the consumption of energy oriented goods, non-energyoriented goods and from their leisure. Each household’s endowment of time is normalizedto 1 so that leisure is equal to (1-l) where l represents the number of working hours.The utility function is assumed to be perfect separable among the components. The utilityfunction is represented by the following equations:(1)V (ct, 1-lt, et) = U (ct) + θ (1-lt) + Φ (et)1Utility function exhibits the commonly assumed properties like vc>0, vcc<0,and . That means, additional consumption and leisure increasesutility but does so at a diminishing rate.Following Kim and Loungani (1992), the production technology of firm is described by aCobb-Douglas production function with constant returns to scale by combining energy asan additional input along with capital and labor.(2)F (kt, lt, gt) = AKtαltˠ gt1-α-ˠ
1We use the functional form assumptions that U (ct)=lnCt , θ(1-lt) = ω ln(1- lt) and Φ (et)= ζ lnet
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Where α and γ  is the fraction of aggregate output that goes to the capital input and laborinput respectively, and 1-α- γ is the fraction that goes to the energy input. That means, allthe economic agents rely on energy either for household’s consumption or for productionof various goods. Additionally, energy price is modeled as an exogenous random process inaddition to productivity shock.The law of motion of the stochastic productivity shock A is assumed to be: At = ρAt-1 +ut ;ut ~ (0, σ2) as like Tan (2012).As in a neoclassical growth model, capital stock depreciates at the rate δ and householdsinvest a fraction of income in capital stock in each period. So, capital accumulates accordingto law of motion:(3)Kt+1 = (1- δ)Kt + It with 0< δ <1The price of energy used in the economy, p, is exogenously given and follows AR (1)process:Pt = ΨPt-1 +vt where vt is  i.i.d with standard deviation τ and zero mean. As energy isconsumed both by the consumers and the producers in this model, the economy’s resourceconstraint for period t is given by:(4)Yt = Ct+ It +Pt(et + gt)The objective of the social planner is to maximize the utility of the representativehouseholds subject to feasibility, i.e.Max V 
0

(e)]+l)-(1+(c)U[
t

t s.t.Yt = Ct+ It +Pt(et + gt)Kt+1 = (1- δ)Kt + ItYt = AKtαltˠ gt1-α-ˠAt = ρAt-1 +ut and Pt = ΨPt-1 +vtThe Lagrangian constrained for the household can be defined as follows:(5) L (e)]+l)-(1+(c)U[
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t + λt [AKtαltˠ gt1-α-ˠ + (1- δ)Kt –Ct- Pt(et + gt)]Where λt is the Lagrange multiplier and the function is maximized with respect to ct, kt+1,et,lt, gt and λt.The subsequent Euler equations are as follows:(6)β (Ct/Ct+1) [AαKt+1α-1lt+1ˠ gt+11-α-ˠ+ (1- δ)] =1(7)ω Ct/1-lt= AKtα γ ltˠ gt1-α-ˠThe Euler equation interprets that the marginal disutility of reducing consumption incurrent period should be equal to the discounted utility from future consumption. TheEuler equation in relation to leisure interprets that the disutility from additional workinghour should be compensated by an increase in utility due to producing extra output.Additionally, after eliminating the Lagrange multiplier the equilibrium condition isdescribed by the following system of difference equations that fully characterizes thecyclical properties of the model economies.(8)ωCt/et=Pt(9)AKtαltγ(1-α-γ) gt-(α+ˠ) = Pt
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(10) Ct +Kt+1 + Pt(et+gt) = (1-δ) Kt + AKtαltˠ gt1-α-ˠ(11) Yt= AKtαltˠ gt1-α-ˠ(12) At = ρAt-1 +ut(13) Pt = ΨPt-1 +vt3. CalibrationIn this section, we discuss the calibration of different parameters of the model. There are10 parameters in total with 6 structural and 4 shock related parameters in our model.Structural parameters can be categorized into utility and production function relatedparameters. It is important to have a good understanding of rationale behind pickingdifferent parameter values in order to properly evaluate the fit of the model. Let us brieflydescribe our procedure for selecting parameter values listed in table 1:Table 1: Parameters of the Economyβ, discount factor 0.88α, capital share of output  in the production function 0.31γ, labor share of output  in the production function 0.65δ, depreciation rate 0.025ρ, persistence coefficient of productivity shock 0.95ψ, persistence coefficient of energy shock 0.95σ, standard error of productivity shock 0.01τ, standard error of productivity shock 0.01ω, Household’s preference on leisure 2.01ζ, Household’s preference on energy consumption 0.33We have generally adopted three approaches in terms of calibrating parameters for ourRBC model. Some of the parameters, for which estimation remained an issue due to lack ofreliable and detailed data, are picked from existing RBC/DSGE literature for developing anddeveloped countries (Choudhary and Pasha, 2013). Due to data constraints, all parametersin our model are calibrated for annual frequency. Some of the parameter values are chosenby using steady state conditions of the model. Rest of the parameter values are directlyconsidered from Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics (BBS).First of all, we discuss parameters related to production. Following Rahman and Yusuf(2010), we set alpha equals to 0.31 which implies capital’s share of national income inBangladesh is slightly less than a third. According to Bangladesh Household Income andExpenditure Survey (2010), the labor share of output in Bangladesh varies from 0.65 to0.70. We decided to use a value of 0.65 to make it consistent with the Cobb-Douglasproduction function used in our model.Depreciation rate is usually very low in the developing countries. So, depreciation ratedelta has been set at 0.025 implying that the overall depreciation rate in Bangladesh is 2.5percent annually. This value is fairly realistic form the perspective of the developingcountries. The capital output ratio in Bangladesh is borrowed from Rahman and Rahman(2002) who estimated that the trends in capital output ration in Bangladesh over theperiod of 1980/81 to 2000/01 is equal to 2.Now, we discuss parameters related to household utility. Given, alpha, delta and capital-output ratio, the values of discount factor beta is obtained from equations 6 and 11calculated in steady state
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β=1/α(y/k) +1-δOur estimated value 0.88 is compatible with the other existing literature considered thevalue of discount factor, beta for annual frequency for developing countries. Due tounavailability of the data of working hours, we set l=0.33 with an assumption that peoplework about one-third of their time endowment which is widely accepted value forRBC/DSGE analysis.Omega reflects household’s preference for leisure and its value is chosen from equations 7and 8 once again calculated in the steady state which yields b=2.01. The value of 2.01 fallswithin the range as estimated in other existing literature reported by DiCecio and Nelson(2007). ω=γ (1-l) y/c.lSimilarly, the household’s preference for energy consumption, Zeta, is also calculated fromequation 8 which yields a value 0.33. ζ= p.e/cFinally, following King, Plosser and Rebelo (1988), we set the persistence of our twoexogenous shocks equals to 0.95 and standard deviation of the shocks equals to 0.01.4. ResultsAfter calibration, to evaluate the performance of the model, we will compare steady stateratios from the models with their empirical counterpart. Furthermore, second ordermoments (such as standard deviation, contemporaneous correlation with output etc.)obtained from simulations will also be evaluated from our models and their fit with theactual data.The model shows that the relevant capital output ratio is equal to 1.92 which is fairly closeto the actual data of 2 as explained in the previous section. Another important ratio of ourmodel is the consumption-output ratio. The model does a good job at matching the modelgenerated ratio of 0.68 to the actual consumption output ratio of 0.65-0.70 as showed indata. However, our model undershoots the value of investment output ratio (in percentageform) by a large extent. The model generated result 4.8 percent is far away from theaverage long run investment output ratio of 20 percent.We would also like to verify the ability of the model to reproduce other empiricalregularities of the Bangladesh business cycle. In order to do so, we proceed to thestochastic simulation of the model with the parameters obtained in the calibration section,where the source of fluctuations comes from the technology shock and energy price shock.The following table reports a selection of second moment properties for the HP filteredseries corresponding to the Bangladesh data and the simulated economy respectively. Inother words, we would like to evaluate our model’s performance by comparing the resultswith data. For this purpose, the following table reports some selected historical momentsfrom data and their counterparts predicted by our models.
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Table 2: Actual and Predicted MomentsData1 RBC ModelStatistics Estimate Model 1Productivity and EnergyShocks Model 2ProductivityShocks Model 3Energy ShocksStandard Deviationy 0.005488 0.004570 0.004584 0.000181i 0.003155 0.002239 0.002244 0.000087c 0.007593 0.001737 0.001744 0.000070e 0.002546 0.000929 0.000575 0.000729Standard Deviation Relative to Outputi 0.57 0.49 0.49 0.48c 1.38 0.38 0.38 0.38e 0.46 0.20 0.12 4.02Correlation with Output(Y)i 0.9965 0.9631 0.9631 0.9634c 0.9938 0.9654 0.9655 0.9688e 0.9967 0.5547 0.9655 0.99961 The statistics are based on log-differenced and HP filtered for the period 1990-2010 to reflect theactual growth rates.Our model performs well to capture the actual volatility of output and investment when weconsider both the productivity and energy shocks together and just the productivityshocks. However, considering only energy shocks we observe a very gloomy picture.Energy price shocks can account for only 3.29 percent of output volatility whereasproductivity shocks can account for almost 83 .52 percent of output volatility in our model.Investment also follows more or less the same pattern like output. However, the modeldoes a poor job in replicating the variation of consumption of energy and non-energygoods. The situation is more severe in the consumption of non-energy goods when we justconsider energy shocks. So, energy price shock is a less important source of aggregatefluctuations in Bangladesh economy.Additionally, our RBC model shows that the series are not strongly persistent and robust inthe sense of having a large first order autocorrelation coefficient and matching thehistorical data. The highest persistent series is capital which is 0.74 whereas theautocorrelation of the remaining series are typically in the neighborhood of 0.45 comparedto their empirical counterpart of a range around 0.82.  The policy and transition functionreveals that the exogenous shock’s impacts on endogenous variables are in the rightdirection. Lastly, the model captures the fact that most of the series are quite pro-cyclicalwith output.After considering the steady state ratios and second order moments for our model withtheir empirical counterparts, finally we take a brief look at the impulse response functionsgenerated in response to the productivity and energy price shocks.Transmission Mechanisms of Energy Price Shocks:In this section, we describe the dynamic mechanism in which energy price shock ispropagated. The shock is equal in size to the standard deviation of the normalized price.Figure 2 shows the response of the different endogenous variables of the model in presenceof such shock.
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When there is an increase in relative energy price, both the amount of energy consumptionand the amount of energy used in the production decreases by 8 percent and 1.5 percentrespectively. Because of the complementarity effects, the reduction in the use of energy inproduction decreases the amount of capital by one percent and the amount of labor by 0.4percent approximately. The decrease in the productive inputs is translated into an outputdecrease of 2 percent which would imply a negative correlation between output andenergy prices. Finally, consumption exhibits a similar response to the output.Transmission Mechanisms of Productivity Shocks:An increase in technology makes capital more productive in the future, since futuretechnology is expected to be higher (as rho is close to 1), the social planner respondsoptimally by immediately building up the capital stock by 40 percent. As a result of apositive technology shock, investment rises the most (60 percent) followed by output (50percent). Investment reverts back to original pre-shock levels just after a few periodscompared to other endogenous variables. The behavior of impulse response functions forthe endogenous variables are very similar to their response to an exogenous technologyand energy shock. The only difference is their magnitude of effect and the technologyshocks have more strong impact on the variables than the energy shocks.
Figure 1: Relative Impulse Responses to a productivity shocks

Figure 2: Relative Impulse Responses to an energy shocks
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5. ConclusionsIn the introduction to this paper we referred to McCallum’s suggestion that RBC theoryshould explicitly model exogenous energy price changes. We made an attempt toimplement this suggestion in the simplest possible way where energy is included both inthe utility and production function.  Energy price shock is explicitly introduced in ourmodel in addition to the productivity shocks. The model used in this paper is based on thestandard Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium (DSGE) analysis which is a small firststep in modelling energy price shocks in a RBC framework for Bangladesh economy. Themain conclusion from our paper is that energy price shocks are not a major factor formbusiness cycle fluctuation in Bangladesh economy. In fact, our results do some support tothe views of macroeconomists who downplay the impact of energy shocks on the economy.Overall, the RBC model developed in this paper does a reasonable job in order to capturethe direction of the variables which occur when faced the exogenous shocks. But, the modelfails to replicate the exact strength of the movements in aggregate fluctuations inBangladesh.However, the model is still rather stylized.  It abstracts from many of the channels throughwhich energy prices may affect the macro economy. Firstly, many of the studies that derivestrong impacts of energy on real variables do so by assuming some rigidity in the responseof wages and (non-energy) prices to the energy price. Secondly, it abstracts from thepresence of fiscal and monetary authorities as well as market incompetitiveness.For further research, it would be interesting to include pollution on our baseline model todo some comparative static to evaluate the dynamic effects of specific emission policychoices. We would also like to consider externality where it is assumed to enter householdutility additively separable and furthermore assess the overall welfare effect of a reform.Finally, we would also intend to extend the model by explicitly modelling the energymarket so that energy policy reforms and their impact on the overall economy can beaccurately analysed.
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